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Abstract—The benefits of the analysis of software faults and failures have been widely recognized. However, detailed studies based on empirical data are rare. In this paper, we analyze the fault and failure data from two large, real-world case studies. Specifically, we explore: 1) the localization of faults that lead to individual software failures and 2) the distribution of different types of software faults. Our results show that individual failures are often caused by multiple faults spread throughout the system. This observation is important since it does not support several heuristics and assumptions used in the past. In addition, it clearly indicates that finding and fixing faults that lead to such software failures in large, complex systems are often difficult and challenging tasks despite the advances in software development. Our results also show that requirement faults, coding faults, and data problems are the three most common types of software faults. Furthermore, these results show that contrary to the popular belief, a significant percentage of failures are linked to late life cycle activities. Another important aspect of our work is that we conduct intra- and interproject comparisons, as well as comparisons with the findings from related studies. The consistency of several main trends across software systems in this paper and several related research efforts suggests that these trends are likely to be intrinsic characteristics of software faults and failures rather than project specific.
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1 INTRODUCTION

All software contains faults and undoubtedly some of these faults will result in failures. The consequences of such failures are sometimes unacceptable. Better understanding and quantification of the relationships between software faults and failures are essential to more efficient detection and elimination of faults and prevention of failures, and thus, to improvement of software quality.

Since many terms in this area are often used interchangeably, or simply misused, we provide the definitions of the terms the way they are used in this paper. These definitions are somewhat adapted versions of the IEEE Software Engineering definitions [26].

A failure is a departure of the system or system component behavior from its required behavior. On the other hand, a fault is an accidental condition, which if encountered, may cause the system or system component to fail to perform as required. Thus, faults represent problems that developers see, while failures represent problems that the users (human or computer) see. Not every fault corresponds to a failure since the conditions under which fault(s) result in a failure may never be met. It should be emphasized that faults can be introduced at any phase of the software life cycle, that is, they can be tied to any software artifact (e.g., requirements, design, and source code).

A few examples of how researchers and practitioners differ in their usage of the terminology are given next.

- Bugs refer to faults in the code.
- Anomalies refer to conditions that deviate from expectations based on requirements specifications, design documents, user documents, standards, etc., or from someone’s perceptions or experiences. In other words, an anomaly does not have to refer to a failure; it can, for example, refer to an unexpected behavior in the eyes of the operator.
- Defects sometimes refer only to faults. However, defects often refer collectively to faults and failures, and even anomalies.

Throughout this paper, we strictly use the terms fault and failure.

Although some studies on software faults and failures have been conducted, the lack of publicly available fault and failure data and the lack of published studies conducted on such data have been recognized by many. This is perhaps best stated in [18].

In traditional engineering disciplines, the value of learning from failure is well understood, and one could argue that without this feedback loop, software engineering cannot properly claim to be an engineering discipline at all. Of course, many companies track failures in their own software, but there is little attention paid by the field as a whole to historic failures and what can be learned from them.

In [11], the authors commented that “The (software defect prediction) models are weak because of their inability to cope with the, as yet, unknown relationship between defects (faults) and failures.” The relationship between faults and failures is complex because it is possible that a fault may result in many failures and vice versa. Since associating failures with the faults that caused them is a
difficult task, simplifying assumptions and heuristics are often used. In our previous work [14], [15], which explored the adequacy, accuracy, scalability, and uncertainty of architecture-based software reliability models based on two large-scale open-source case studies, we noticed that certain assumptions do not appear to hold true and some heuristics are not justified.

Extracting data from modification requests, change documentation and bug reports are becoming more common. According to [22], “bug reports from testing and operations are a rich, underused source of information about requirements.” We believe that bug reporting and change tracking systems are valuable sources of information that hold high potential for conducting empirical studies which will benefit both the research and practitioner communities.

In this paper, we systematically investigate and characterize software faults and failures based on data extracted from the change tracking systems of two large-scale, real-world software projects. The broad goal of our work is to contribute to the body of empirical knowledge about faults and failures. In order to do so, we not only work toward our specific research goals, but also compare our results with related studies whenever possible. The two main research questions explored in this paper are as follows:

1. Are faults that cause individual failures localized, that is, do they belong to the same file, component, top level component, etc.?
2. Are some sources of failures (i.e., types of faults) more common than others?

These research questions are of particular interest from a software engineering perspective. Although some evidence of nonlocalized faults has been observed by others, this phenomenon has not been specifically investigated and quantified. To the best of our knowledge, the only exception is an almost 25-year-old study [2], which reported that most fixes are confined to single, small, well-encapsulated modules. On the other hand, in [17], the author commented that many major software failures have been traced to unanticipated combinations of otherwise minor problems, but did not provide specific data that support this claim. Additionally, thorough investigation of several catastrophic accidents of safety/mission critical systems [16], [20] led to the conclusion that these accidents can be attributed to combinations of faults, system misconfigurations, and procedure violations.

Investigating the sources of failures is interesting because learning why and how the most common types of faults are introduced into the system will allow developers to focus their efforts on preventing and eliminating faults in the most effective ways, at the most effective time (i.e., during design, implementation, integration, etc.). One of the widespread software engineering beliefs, which dates back to some of the earliest empirical studies [2], [4], [9], has been that the majority of faults are inserted during requirements and design activities. Using these studies as evidence, a recent book [10] formulated the following law: “Errors (i.e., faults) are most frequent during the requirements and design activities and are more expensive the later they are removed.” Thus, our second research goal is to investigate the distribution of fault types on current large-scale projects, particularly addressing the identification of dominating sources of failures and their consistency with some of the popular software engineering beliefs.

In addition to answering these research questions, by using two case studies and comparing our work with related work, we seek to determine if the observations made in this paper are likely to be intrinsic characteristics of software faults and failures rather than dependent on specific projects. Detailed analysis of software failures across various domains and projects is essential to certifying dependable systems. However, such studies seem to be few and far between [18].

The paper proceeds by reviewing the related work and listing our contributions in Section 2. Then, we describe the case studies, the available data, and the methods used to extract the data in Section 3. The empirical results and the answers to the research questions are presented in Section 4. Finally, we discuss the threats to the validity of the study in Section 5 and summarize our results in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS

Studies focused on software faults can be dated back to the mid 1970s. However, as pointed out in [12], “there continues to be a dearth of published data relating to the quality and reliability of realistic commercial software systems.”

Most of the previously published work in the area limits the focus to faults and conducts the analysis for different reasons. In [12], based on the data from two releases of a large commercial telecommunications system, the authors investigated four basic software engineering hypotheses:

1. the Pareto principle (i.e., a small number of modules contain the majority of faults);
2. fault persistence through the testing phase and pre and postrelease;
3. the relationship between lines of code and faults;
4. similarities in fault densities within project phases and across projects.

The same four hypotheses were tested in [1] on a telecommunications system which differed in size, system type, and the development method used, leading to similar results. The authors in [1] specified that, when a failure was corrected by modifying n modules, n distinct faults were counted.

An empirical study of a large industrial inventory control system which used faults extracted from modification requests to predict fault-prone files was conducted in [23]. However, since the modification records did not differentiate between changes made to fix faults and those made for other reasons (e.g., adding functionality or enhancements), it was assumed that only modification requests that required changes in one or two files were associated with faults. In [24], the earlier proposed statistical model was applied on 17 releases of the inventory control system and nine releases of a service provisioning system. In both systems, the top 20 percent of the files identified as fault-prone contained 83 percent of the total faults. Neither [23] nor [24] have investigated the fault types.
The analysis of the phase where faults were introduced into the switching telecommunication software containing several millions lines of source code presented in [25] showed that nearly half of the 600 faults were related to coding faults and the majority of them could have been prevented. Consequently, the paper provided a detailed list of countermeasures for reducing these type of faults.

In [7], 408 defect (i.e., fault) reports from an IBM operating system were classified using Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC) [6]. The purpose was to map software faults to injectable errors. ODC was also used in [8] to classify 668 faults from 12 open-source projects for the purpose of quantifying fault types in order to obtain more accurate representations of actual faults during fault injection. Interestingly, there was a strong consistency in the fault distributions across ODC defect types observed in [8] with the work presented in [7].

An ODC-like technique was also used in [21] to classify safety-critical anomalies observed postlaunch on seven NASA spacecraft systems. Although it was not its primary goal, this work indicated the complex relationships between software faults and failures by recognizing the existence of multiple triggers (i.e., event(s) or condition(s) leading up to the failure) and multiple targets (i.e., fixes). However, since ODC does not allow for multiple triggers or multiple targets, the authors in [21] recorded and analyzed only the most proximate event and only the first fix.

Another study which classified defect modification requests [19] also showed that many failures can only be accurately represented using multidimensional triggers, and therefore, addressed some of the limitations of ODC by developing a new classification scheme which is not orthogonal, but allows for multiple triggers.

In [14, 15], we analyzed the empirical data from two open-source case studies in order to test the assumptions and understand the limitations of architecture-based software reliability models. The results showed that the models provide very accurate estimation of software reliability for a subset of failures which can clearly be attributed to a single component, but also that a significant portion of the failures is traced to more than one component. Exploring the failures which led to fixing faults in multiple components and more detailed analysis of the fault types were out of the scope of those papers.

In this paper, we analyze empirical data related to software faults and failures for an open-source application and a large-scale NASA mission consisting of multiple software applications developed at two different locations. The methods used to store the change data and the information being stored differed between the two projects. Therefore, we had to complete the complex process of mapping failures to faults for each study.

The main contributions and uniqueness of the work presented in this paper consist of the following:

1. We tie failures to faults for two case studies. The lack of detailed studies of faults and failures relationships in part is due to the fact that establishing links between faults and failures is not a trivial task. Since little is known about the fault-failure relationships, simplifying assumptions and heuristics have been used (e.g., [13], [21], [23], [24]) and analysis has often been restricted only to faults (e.g., [7], [8], [19], [25]).

2. We characterize and quantify failures based on the location of the changes made to fix the corresponding faults. Even more, we use a formal statistical hypothesis test to confirm that the distribution of the spread of fixes throughout files is the same for the open-source software application and two different data sets from the NASA mission. Although the related work indicated that faults that lead to individual failures may not be localized [1], [14], [15], [21], to the best of our knowledge, the evidence that multiple faults are often necessary to cause a single failure has never before been quantified, or even systematically explored.

3. We further study the distribution of the sources of failures (i.e., types of faults) for the NASA mission, which has identified the source of the failures in 93 percent of the cases. In particular, we study a set of over 2,800 Software Change Requests created when the system failed to conform to a requirement (i.e., indication of software failures), collected throughout the software life cycle (i.e., development, testing, and postrelease), over a period of almost 10 years. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest data set considered so far in the published literature. Surprisingly, despite the fact that some subsystems are developed at different locations using different technical methods and software development processes, the results with respect to the dominating sources of failures are very consistent.

4. We specifically address the internal and external validity of the study by making intra and inter-project comparisons. By using two case studies and extensively comparing our findings with recently published related studies, we show that several trends observed in this paper are not project specific. Rather, they seem to be intrinsic characteristics of software faults and failures.

According to [3], the main signs of maturing in software engineering experimentation are: the level of sophistication of the goals of an experiment and its relevance to understanding interesting (e.g., practical) things about the field and observing a pattern of knowledge building from a series of experiments. We believe that the results of the research work presented in this paper contribute toward the maturity of software engineering as an empirical discipline.

3 EMPIRICAL EXPLORATION OF THE FAULT-FAILURE RELATIONSHIPS

In this section, we provide the details of the case studies used in this paper, the open-source application GCC, and a large-scale NASA mission, specifically emphasizing the description of the available information and the methods we used to extract the necessary data from the project repositories. In each study, we used some sort of change documents to tie failures to the faults that caused them. It should be noted that the domains, development methods,
implementation languages, change information available, and the way the information was stored are very different for the two case studies. Even within the NASA mission, some subsystems are developed at different locations, using varying development and change tracking methods.

3.1 Basic Facts of the Case Studies

The first case study is the C preprocessor part of the C compiler from the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC), which will be referred to as GCC. This is a mature, heavily used application consisting of over 300,000 lines of code, which can be divided based on functionality into 13 well-defined components [14]. Each component contains between 1 and 32 files.

The second case study is flight software from a mature NASA mission, which includes multiple software applications undergoing iterative development, consisting of millions of lines of code in over 8,000 files. The overall system is divided into Computer Software Configurations Items (CSCIs), each containing between 81 and 1,368 files. These CSCIs span an entire application range from command and control; generation, distribution, storage, and management of supporting utilities; and failure detection, isolation, and recovery; to human-computer interfaces and scientific research support. CSCIs are further divided into Top-Level Computer Software Components (TLCSCs), which are then divided into Computer Software Components (CSCs).

3.2 Data Availability and Extraction

Although GCC and the NASA mission both store the data necessary to link failures to the faults that caused them, the information is not readily available. Moreover, the level of detail and type of information stored differed greatly between the two studies, and even within the NASA mission. For each case study, associating failures with the corresponding faults was not trivial since the change data were not stored for this purpose. Therefore, we had to develop unique methods that map the failures to the faults that caused them. We consider both pre and postrelease failures for each case study. Next, we describe the process of extracting and linking the necessary data for each case study.

GCC. Here, we briefly present the experimental setup used to collect failure data for GCC, which was originally presented in [14]. Like many open-source projects, GCC uses Concurrent Version Control (CVS) and maintains the latest version of the code base, as well as the history of previous releases. A regression test suite, test logs, and change logs, maintained by the GCC development team, are available with each version of GCC. Furthermore, the regression test suite comes with test programs, drivers for these programs, and checkers that compare the test output to the expected results. The drivers and the checkers played the role of a test oracle in our study. In our experimental setup, we executed the C proper part of version 3.2.3 on a setup, we executed the C proper part of version 3.2.3 on a total of 2,126 test cases from the regression test suite of the version 3.3.3. Out of these 2,126 test cases, 111 failed. Running newer test cases on an older version of the code allowed us to observe more failures. After observing the

1. All the numbers given are from the subset of data made available to us and do not necessarily represent the entire project.

These methods involved linking textual entries from test logs to textual entries in change logs based on who entered the information in the log and when. However, since the entries in the change logs often did not identify the reason for the change (e.g., fixing a fault, adding functionality, etc.), it was necessary to further investigate the changes. Additional information was obtained through correspondence with the developers and by linking problem report numbers from the logs to entries in the version control system logs. The details of these methods can be found in [14]. Using our methods, we identified the faults that led to 85 of the 111 failures of the GCC C compiler version 3.2.3. For these 85 failures, we ensured that changes made to the software actually fixed the corresponding faults by rerunning the failed test cases and confirming that they passed after the changes had been made. In addition, we identified and excluded from further analysis seven test cases which failed because they were designed to test functionality in version 3.3.3 that was not available in version 3.2.3. Some of the remaining 19 unresolved failures are due to faults that are either not known or not yet fixed. The lack of consistency (or discipline) in the change tracking process made it difficult to identify all faults associated with all failures.

NASA mission. For the NASA mission, we could not run the software. However, the change tracking system used by the mission allowed us to map some failures detected during development, testing, and operations to the changes made to fix the faults which led to these failures. In particular, we focused on Software Change Requests (SCRs) that were created when the system failed to conform to a requirement. It should be noted that the NASA mission follows a process of creating and addressing SCRs to ensure that the corresponding changes made to software artifacts are indeed fixing the faults. The data necessary to map failures to faults were extracted from two data sets: NASA_set_1 and NASA_set_2.

NASA_set_1 is based on the data entered in the change tracking database used by the entire mission. This database contains numerous tables representing various documents that detail multiple types of change requests for all CSCIs. Since the change tracking system was not intended to be used for this purpose, extracting the data to link failures to faults from NASA_set_1 was not simple. However, with the support of NASA personnel, we wrote a complex query that spanned several database tables and extracted data from three different types of change tracking documents to automatically extract the necessary information that links failures to faults that caused them. As of our last data dump, the change tracking system contained SCRs collected in a time period of almost 10 years, associated with 21 CSCIs cumulatively having over 8,000 files. Over 2,800 SCRs were entered because of nonconformance to a requirement throughout the life cycle, including development, testing, and operation. Based on the data available to us, we were able to link failures to faults that caused them for 356 SCRs associated with 11 CSCIs.
NASA_set_2, which was provided in addition to NASA_set_1, consists of developers’ in-house documentation which lists the files that were changed to address the nonconformance SCRs. Therefore, the process of linking failures to faults that caused them was straightforward for NASA_set_2, but data were only available for 48 SCRs associated with four CSCIs. It is important to note that we ensured that the analysis does not include duplicates, that is, data points in NASA_set_1 and NASA_set_2 are mutually exclusive. In other words, 356 SCRs in NASA_set_1 do not include any of the 48 SCRs in NASA_set_2. Even more, 11 CSCIs considered in NASA_set_1 are different from the four CSCIs in NASA_set_2.

4 EMPirical RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we present our results as they pertain to the research questions. In some cases, due to the differences in the available data, the analysis could only be conducted on one study. Whenever possible, we compare our results with the results of similar studies in the field.

4.1 Are Faults that Cause Individual Failures Localized?

By associating observed failures with the faults that caused them, we are able to explore the localization of software faults that led to individual failures. Specifically, we explore the number of files changed to prevent the failure from reoccurring and the spread of the changes across files. For this analysis, we consider all failures for which the necessary data to map them to the corresponding faults existed. In total, we study the localization of faults for 85 of the 111 (83 percent) failures associated with 13 components of GCC, 356 of the 2,500 (14 percent) nonconformance SCRs associated with 11 CSCIs from NASA_set_1, and 48 of the 281 (17 percent) nonconformance SCRs associated with four CSCIs from NASA_set_2. We analyze the location of all faults at various levels (i.e., file level and component level) for each failure that was successfully mapped. Further, we make both intra- and interproject comparisons.

Fig. 1 shows the percentage of failures mapped to fixes made in \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, 69 \) files, respectively, for GCC, NASA_set_1, and NASA_set_2 data sets. For example, 42 percent of the GCC failures, 38 percent of the NASA_set_1 failures, and 40 percent of the NASA_set_2 failures were corrected by fixing one file, while 27 percent of the GCC failures, 18 percent of the NASA_set_1 failures, and 27 percent of the NASA_set_2 failures were corrected by fixing two files. It is obvious that the results are remarkably consistent across all three data sets. Thus, 58, 62, and 60 percent of failures map to fixes in more than one file, while 31, 44, and 33 percent of failures map to fixes in more than two files for GCC, NASA_set_1, and NASA_set_2 data sets, respectively.

Based on this evidence, we decided to test statistically the following formal hypothesis related to the localization of faults that led to individual failures:

The data from the GCC application and both NASA data sets have the same distribution of the spread of fixes across files.

By creating a contingency table and using a standard chi-square test (where the test statistics was calculated to be \( \chi^2 = 65.00 \) with 56 degrees of freedom), we determined that the hypothesis cannot be rejected at the 0.05 significance level. In other words, the formal hypothesis testing proves the consistency of the observation made from Fig. 1: For one open-source case study and two NASA mission data sets, faults (i.e., fixes made to prevent failures from reoccurring) often are spread across multiple files, that is, are not localized.

The GCC C compiler contains just over 100 files and it is more comparable in size to individual CSCIs from the NASA mission, each containing from 81 to 1,386 files. Therefore, we next compare the fault localization on a higher level of abstraction. Thus, Fig. 2 presents the percentages of GCC failures and percentages of failures from four CSCIs from the NASA_set_1 mapped to the number of components/TLCSCs changed to fix individual failures. The analysis is limited to these four CSCIs from the NASA_set_1 because TLCSC level data were only available for these CSCIs. Once again, a significant percentage of failures (i.e., 33 percent of GCC failures and between 6 and 36 percent of the failures from the four CSCIs of

2. The sets of CSCIs from NASA_set_1 and NASA_set_2 are disjoint sets.
NASA_set_1) is associated with nonlocalized faults, that is, changes were made in multiple components/TLCSCs.

Last, in Fig. 3, we compare failures mapped to fault locations at the CSCI level for the two NASA data sets. Although these data sets store the information for different purposes using different mechanisms and represent CSCIs developed at different locations, the results are still very consistent. In particular, 12 percent of NASA_set_1 failures and 19 percent of NASA_set_2 failures map to changes in more than one CSCI, and 5 and 4 percent, respectively, map to changes in more than two CSCIs.

The following examples illustrate the importance of rigorous empirical studies based on current, large-scale software systems, and the implications of the results presented in this section.

- First, the fact that 58-62 percent of failures in our data sets map to faults in more than one file clearly is not consistent with the only known quantitative result related to fault localization [2], which was published almost 25 years ago. Thus, the study based on an application with approximately 90,000 lines of Fortran code [2] reported that 89 percent of errors were corrected by changing only one module (where 97 percent of modules were very small, with less than 400 lines of code). Explaining these significantly different results is not straightforward due to a lack of details related to the software studied in [2], as well as a lack of other similar studies from that time that would indicate whether fault localization was a common characteristic. Some of the probable reasons may be due to characteristics of the software system studied in [2], such as the much smaller size and complexity (i.e., 90,000 lines of code compared to millions of lines of code in case of the NASA mission) and the large amount of code reused from similar past projects.

- Second, we address the heuristic used in [23] to simplify the process of fault identification from modification records. Thus, in the absence of data that would distinguish the changes made to fix faults from other changes such as, for example, planned improvements or enhancing the functionality, the authors used a heuristics which assumed that only changes made to one or two files were related to fixing faults. This allowed using a simple automatic way to count modification records that may have been related to fixing faults. This heuristic is implicitly based on the assumption that changes made to fix software faults are very much localized, that is, spawn at most two files. Our results (see Fig. 1) show that at least 30 percent of the failures in each data set which are mapped to fixes in more than two files would have been overlooked by a method based on this heuristic.

- The last example is related to the assumption that components fail independently and each component failure leads to a system failure, which is common to most existing architecture-based software reliability models [13]. As can be seen from Fig. 2, our results show that we can be confident that this assumption is valid for 67 percent of GCC C compiler failures and for 63-94 percent of failures associated to four CSCIs from the NASA mission. In other words, 6-37 percent of failures observed in the data sources considered in this paper cannot be handled by existing architecture-based software reliability models.

Although it is not one of our main research goals, next we explore the Pareto principle, one of the popular software engineering beliefs which has been shown to hold true in several previous empirical studies [1], [12], [23]. Specifically, we test the following claim: "Most faults lie in a small proportion of the files."

We investigate the Pareto principle only for the GCC case study. This analysis could not be completed for the NASA study due to the fact that based on the data available to us, a significant number of failures could not be mapped to fixes at the file level.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows the percentage of files versus the percentage of faults, 20 percent of the files contain nearly 80 percent of the faults found in GCC release 3.2.3. Further, 47 percent of the files contain 100 percent of the faults. This result shows an amazing consistency with the software defect reduction rule presented in [5]: "About 80 percent of the defects (i.e., faults) come from 20 percent of the modules, and about half of the modules are defect (i.e., fault) free." Together with results such as [1], [12], [23], our result provides support for the Pareto principle which indicates that the majority of software faults are located in a small portion of the code.

The quantitative results, including the formal statistical hypothesis testing, presented in this section clearly prove that a significant percentage of software failures are associated with changes that spread across the system,
that is, are due to nonlocalized faults. Failures of this nature are harder to prevent because unexpected combinations of faults are difficult to anticipate and hard to test for. The good news, however, is that, although multiple nonlocalized faults are associated with individual failures, the majority of the faults are still contained in a relatively small part of the system.

4.2 Are Some Sources of Failures (i.e., Types of Faults) More Common than Others?

Our next research question is focused on exploring the distribution of different types of faults and it is aimed at identifying fault types that may dominate as sources of failures. Due to the limited data and inconsistent level of detail describing the changes made to fix faults, we omit GCC from the analysis presented in this section. On the other hand, for the NASA mission, we were able to expand our analysis to 2,858 SCRs associated with 21 CSCIs, entered during development, testing, and operation, and collected over almost 10 years. Each of these SCRs was entered due to nonconformance with requirements and has a source field which contains the source of the failure as identified by the analyst addressing the problem reported in the SCR. It should be noted that this set of 2,858 SCRs, annotated with NASA_*, is a superset of the data used in the previous section, that is, it includes all SCRs from the both NASA data sets (NASA_set_1 and NASA_set_2) analyzed in the previous section and additional SCRs that could not be mapped to changes at the file level.

Table 1 presents detailed information for 21 CSCIs considered in this section, ordered by the number of releases they have undergone. As can be seen from this table, CSCIs consist of 81-1,368 files, the number of SCRs entered per CSCI is in the range 9-861, with an average number of nonconformance SCRs per file across the 21 CSCIs in the range 0.03-1.89.

Fig. 5 shows a scatter plot representing the relationship between the number of files and the number of nonconformance SCRs entered against each CSCI given in Table 1. This scatter plot shows some positive trend which indicates that larger CSCIs tend to have more nonconformance SCRs associated with them. It should be noted that the positive trend does not necessarily establish cause-effect relationship between the two variables. Further study of this relationship is out of the scope of this work.

Fig. 6 shows these SCRs grouped into 12 categories based on the source of the failure as identified during the fix. The corresponding data values are shown in Table 2. The most common sources of failures are requirements faults and coding faults, each contributing to about 33 percent of the failures. It should be noted that requirements faults include incorrect requirements, changed requirements, and missing requirements. The third largest fault type was related to data problems and it contributed to 14 percent of the failures. Surprisingly, design faults led to less than 6 percent of the failures. Additionally, 4 percent of failures are due to process or procedural issues, 2 percent are due to integration faults, and
1 percent is due to simulation or testing problems. The source of the failure was not recorded for about 7 percent of the nonconformance SCRs.

The contributions of some of the fault types to the total of 2,858 SCRs in the case of NASA mission, which is a collection of 21 CSCIs with over 8,000 files, differ significantly from the results of some of the earlier empirical studies. For example, the main conclusion of a study done at TRW [4], which was based on 224 faults, was that design faults outweigh coding faults, 64 percent versus 36 percent. Although the percentage of coding faults in our case study is rather consistent (i.e., 33 percent), the design faults contribute significantly less (i.e., only 6 percent). Even more, the faults that originated in the early life cycle (i.e., requirement-related and design faults) together are less than 39 percent, which is significantly less than the 60-70 percent found in [2], [4], [9].

As can be seen from Table 1, the 21 CSCIs considered in this section have undergone different numbers of releases, that is, some CSCIs are much more mature than others. In order to make sure that, by considering all 2,858 SCRs for all 21 CSCIs together, we are not overlooking some phenomena, next we study the distribution of fault types taking into account the number of releases.

### TABLE 2
Sources of Failures for 2,858 SCRs for 21 CSCIs of the NASA Mission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Failures</th>
<th>% of SCRs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirements fault</td>
<td>32.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design fault</td>
<td>5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding fault</td>
<td>32.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data problem</td>
<td>13.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration fault</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O problem</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiler/linker/sw dev or test tool error</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation problem</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural non-compliance</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process problem</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabrication/Manufacturing fault</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>7.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 3
Distribution of the Three Most Common Fault Types across CSCIs Grouped by the Number of Releases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of rel.</th>
<th>% of CSCIs</th>
<th>% of files</th>
<th>% of SCRs</th>
<th>% Req. faults</th>
<th>% Coding faults</th>
<th>% Data prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>13.72</td>
<td>31.12</td>
<td>39.54</td>
<td>13.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>38.10</td>
<td>24.64</td>
<td>10.11</td>
<td>39.79</td>
<td>34.60</td>
<td>11.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>27.33</td>
<td>18.51</td>
<td>33.65</td>
<td>25.14</td>
<td>16.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>29.38</td>
<td>59.24</td>
<td>4.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td>31.94</td>
<td>24.71</td>
<td>11.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>31.35</td>
<td>41.08</td>
<td>31.69</td>
<td>30.07</td>
<td>15.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Comparing the Distribution of Fault Types across CSCIs Grouped by the Number of Releases

According to the developers, CSCIs with exactly three releases (i.e., CSCIs 10-16 in Table 1) show a certain level of stability, so we begin our analysis by focusing on the subset of CSCIs with only three releases. This subset includes seven (33 percent) CSCIs, which are composed of 2,206 (27 percent) files and associated with 516 (19 percent) SCRs. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the distribution of fault types for these seven CSCIs is consistent with the distribution for all 21 CSCIs, with the same three most common types of faults: requirement faults, coding faults, and data problems.

To further explore the consistency of our results, we study the distribution of fault types for six subsets of CSCIs grouped by the number of releases they have undergone. Table 3 provides details for these subsets, including the corresponding percentage of CSCIs, percentage of total files, and percentage of total SCRs associated with the group. The last three columns in Table 3 show that requirements faults, coding faults, and data problems are actually the most common sources of failures for any subset of CSCIs grouped by number of releases. Even more, the corresponding ranges (29-40 percent for requirements faults, 25-59 percent for coding faults, and 4-17 percent for data problems) are very consistent, bearing in mind the wide differences in the number of releases. One of the reasons for this consistency may be due to the fact that NASA mission undergoes an iterative development, with new functionality (i.e., new
requirements and code) being added with each release. Surely, the strong consistency of the results between CSCIs grouped by release provides support for the internal validity of this study.

4.4 Comparing the Distribution of Fault Types of NASA Failures with Related Work

In addition to addressing the internal validity of our study by comparing the source of failures across groups of CSCIs with the same number of releases, we compare the source of NASA failures to the classification of faults and failures in the related work. Hence, in this section, we consider the external validity of our results. It should be noted that comparing the empirical results across different studies is a challenging task since the terminology, the level of details provided, and the classification schemes used differ in almost every study.

We chose to compare our results, to the largest possible extent, with the results of several recently published related empirical studies [21], [25], [19]. In what follows, these three studies are labeled Studies I-III, respectively, with our study labeled Study IV. To allow for a meaningful comparison, we have integrated some of the fault types into coarser categories. Grouping our results presented in Table 2 into these categories was done based on our knowledge and support from the NASA personnel. In the case of [21], we used the attribute Type, which describes the actual fix that was made, and grouped the categories based on the details provided in [21] and the related paper [22]. Although Defect-type classification exists in [19] due to the lack of clear definitions, it was almost impossible to relate different defect types to the ones in the related studies. Instead, we used the Phase where defect (i.e., fault) originated categories which are self-explanatory. Similarly, we used the Phase where faults were introduced (baseline) results, combined with the finer grain breakdown of Major coding faults to report the results from [25].

The results of this effort are given in Table 4. The first row provides an identification number for the study, the reference, and the year of publication, while the second row describes the system(s) studied. The third row lists the size and the type of the data sample. The remaining rows show the percentage of the sample which is associated with one of the following categories:

- **Requirements/Design faults** include incorrect, changed, or missing requirements and design faults (i.e., faults that result in changing a design artifact, including architecture, high-level, and low-level component design). In [21], the ODC defect-type Function and Algorithm were grouped together and related to requirements and design faults [22].
- **Coding faults** are directly related to the code and may include faults in component implementation, incorrect or missing implementation that is not due to requirements issue(s) and can be fixed without design change(s), values assigned incorrectly or not assigned at all (e.g., ODC assignment/initialization type), missing or incorrect validation of data or incorrect loop or conditional statements (e.g., ODC checking type).
- **Interface/Integration faults** are traced to interaction and/or integration of components
- **Procedure/Process problems** are caused by noncompliance to procedures, missing procedures, or are related to the process used.
- **Other** category consists of any additional categories given in the related papers that could not be traced to any of the previously listed categories.
- **Unknown** category contains the percentage of the sample points for which data related to the type of fault have not been available in the original study.

3. The sample size does not reflect the quality of the software. Rather, it depends on the time period spanning the data collection process, the size of the software, the types and criticality of problems included in the analysis, etc. For example, analysis presented in [21] considered 199 postlaunch safety critical anomalies, while in this study, we consider 2858 software change requests entered throughout development, testing, and operation of 21 CSCIs, including all levels of criticality.
When discussing the results shown in Table 4, we use the term problem to refer collectively to the faults (defects), failures, and anomalies studied. The main observations can be summarized as follows:

- The percentage of coding faults is significant across all studies. Even more, it is rather close to the percentage of requirements and design faults together. Specifically, across the four studies, at least 16-41 percent of problems were due to coding faults,4 while 17-53 percent were due to requirements and design faults. The lower total percentage of requirements, design, and coding faults (32.7 percent) in study I is due to the fact that this study analyzed safety critical postlaunch anomalies, with a large percentage of procedure and process faults (29.2 percent) and large percentage of anomalies for which nothing was fixed (13.6 percent included in the Other category in Table 4).

- The interactions between components cause problems. Studies I and II trace around 7 percent of problems to integration and interface issues. In the case of our study IV, 16 percent are due to approximately 2 percent of failures which were explicitly tied to integration issues and almost 14 percent of failures caused by data problems (i.e., problems with the instruction and data repository used by multiple components). Associating data problems with interface/integration was done based on recommendation from the NASA personnel.

- The remaining categories usually are not major causes of problems and may be domain specific. For remaining categories, some studies do not report problems. Possible reasons may include: No such problem has been observed, the category was not considered at all, or it is not plausable in the specific domain of the study. Anyway, for all studies, the total percentage of problems associated with these categories is usually small. It is worth mentioning that only studies I and IV reported problems related to Procedure/Process category. Although both studies analyze data from NASA projects, the percentage of procedural problems is significantly higher in case of study I. The difference may be due to the fact that study I focuses on safety-critical postlaunch anomalies, while study IV includes all failures observed pre and postrelease, regardless of the criticality level. Perhaps, the difference in the procedure/process problems observed between studies I and IV can provide insight into safety-critical postlaunch anomalies and/or the specifics of the missions studied. Finally, out of 27.1 percent given in the Other category for study I, 6 percent were related to timing issues, while 13.6 percent were reported in the Nothing fixed category due to variety of reasons, including "false positive" anomalies when software behaved correctly, but the personnel was surprised by its behavior. The 14 percent in the Other category for study III are due to testing, load balancing, and not applicable categories.

Although the categories used to compare our work (study IV) with the related work (studies I-III) are broad, we believe that the results are still quite meaningful. Thus, our comparisons show that the percentage of problems reported due to coding, interface, and integration faults together is approximately the same or even higher than percentage of faults due to early life cycle activities (i.e., requirements and design).

In [8], the authors actually concluded that “many of the faults that remain in the software after deployment are simple programming errors.” As mentioned in Section 2, [7] (considered 408 software faults during field operation of an IBM operating system) and [8] (analyzed 668 prerelease and postrelease software faults from 12 open-source projects) had very similar fault distributions over the main ODC fault types, thus providing even stronger support for our observations. Specifically, in addition to 34.3 and 46.4 percent of faults that certainly are classified as coding faults (i.e., ODC fault-type Assignment and Checking), the vast majority of the faults in the ODC Algorithm type, with 40.1 and 37.7 percent in [7] and [8], respectively, can be related to coding errors based on the details given in these studies. However, several statements given in [7] and [8] indicate that these two papers did not fully consider requirements and design faults, which did not affect their goal—identification of representative software faults for the purpose of fault injection at source code level. We decided not to include [7] and [8] in Table 4 since their results most likely present somewhat skewed view in the context of identification of the major types of software faults.

In summary, the results presented in this section support the idea that a significant portion of software failures is due to faults entered during implementation and integration, which is contrary to the common belief that the majority of faults are entered during requirements, specification, and design activities [2], [4], [9]. The consistency of this observation across multiple projects which span various domains and differ in many aspects (i.e., development methods, coding language, size, development organization, etc.) suggests that this trend most likely is a characteristic of faults and failures themselves and not of the projects studied. Additionally, this consistency provides strong support for the external validity of our study.

5 Threats to Validity

As with all studies, there are limitations and threats to validity that need to be discussed. We consider both the internal and external threats to validity, for both GCC and NASA mission case studies.

5.1 Internal Validity

The threats to internal validity of our study can be split into two groups: 1) threats pertaining to the data available and 2) threats pertaining to the methods used and analysis conducted. In any case when we were unsure of the data available, the meaning of the data, our methods, and/or the meaning of our results, we turned to the developers for additional insights.

4. The percentages of coding faults in study I may be higher than 16 percent if part of the ODC Algorithm-type faults may have been due to coding errors which do not require changes in the requirements or design.
All of our analysis for each case study is limited to the subset of failures for which the appropriate data were available and may not be representative of the entire data set. As with any case study, we have no control over any bias that may exist in the data due to human subjectivity and/or human errors. The first step in both studies was to identify failures to study. For GCC, we were able to run the regression test suite and observe failures, while for the NASA mission, we assumed that the SCRs entered due to nonconformance with requirements represented failures. This assumption was based on detailed discussions with experienced personnel from the NASA mission. In the case of the NASA mission, we observed that CSCIs with more files tend to have more nonconformance SCRs associated with them. However, a finer grained size metric such as LOC, which was not available to us, would probably allow for more accurate comparison.

When considering our analysis pertaining to fault localization, for GCC out of 111 observed failures, we were able to map 85 failures to the faults that caused these failures. We took special care to exclude duplicates, as well as failures that occurred because some functionality was unavailable in the version used for testing. For the NASA mission, based on the data available to us, only 404 (i.e., 356 from NASA_set_1 and 48 from NASA_set_2) of the 2,858 nonconformance SCRs could be associated with the corresponding faults. Although we observed consistency across the two NASA data sets and at multiple levels of abstraction, one must wonder what the unresolved failures would reveal. However, it should be noted that, compared to related studies, 404 is still a significant number of failures to study.

It is possible that the methods used to map failures to faults could be the reason why only a subset of failures was mapped to faults. However, for GCC, the methods we used to map failures to the changes made to prevent the failures from reoccurring were validated by the developers. Additionally, for the NASA mission, our queries were developed with help from the change tracking system team lead and were well tested. The queries accurately map failures with all changes at the file level, as long as the changes were recorded in the data available to us.

When considering the source of the failure (i.e., fault types), we chose not to include GCC in the analysis because assigning a source to each failure would have been a manual process conducted by the authors of this paper who lack domain knowledge and, thus, would be prone to errors. For the NASA mission, there was a specific field in place with a list of predefined sources whose purpose is to capture the cause of the failure. Although the choice of the source may still be subjective and the field is not mandatory, in this case, the analyst making the choice has specific domain knowledge pertaining to the mission and often to the specific CSCIs.

Additionally, when studying the source of failures, we looked at the cause of failures for all 21 CSCIs as one group and then repeated the analysis for subsets of CSCIs grouped by the number of releases. The fact that our results are consistent, that is, the same top three sources of failures identified for the entire data set are the top three sources of failures (with rather close distributions) for each group, supports the internal validity of the study. However, repeating the analysis based on different grouping may expose additional characteristics.

### 5.2 External Validity

The external validity of both fault localization and source of the failures (i.e., distribution of types of faults) analysis is shown by the consistency of the observations across the case studies considered in this paper and by comparing with the qualitative and quantitative results from the related work. The fault localization analysis shows strong consistency between open-source and NASA projects, thus allowing us to quantify and statistically test this phenomenon for the first time.

Due to the lack of detailed fault and failure data from GCC, we could not explore the consistency of the source of failures between the open-source GCC project and the NASA mission. However, the fact that we observed consistencies across CSCIs developed by different groups, at different locations, provides some support for the external validity. Additionally, by defining broad categories which cover elements of the finer grained, but different classification schemes used in other related studies, we were able to show a reasonable consistency of a few main observations of our study with several recent related studies which include data from open-source software, large industrial proprietary software, and NASA missions software. More detailed and more rigorous comparison certainly would have been beneficial for advancing the knowledge in the area, but it was not possible due to the fact that different studies are using different classification systems, with some overlapping categories.

### 6 Summary of the Main Results and Concluding Remarks

Detailed studies on empirical fault and failure data have been rare in the past. Conducting such studies usually is difficult because data are not readily available, often are inconsistent, incomplete, or lacking altogether. In this paper, we have shown that change tracking systems, although they have not been designed and used for this purpose, provide a wealth of information about faults and failures. Using the data extracted from a large open-source application and a very large NASA mission, we addressed two main research questions: 1) Are faults that cause individual failures localized? and 2) Are some sources of failures (i.e., types of faults) more common than others?. Table 5 summarizes the observations made in this paper with respect to each research question. It should be noted that, whenever possible, we used both case studies to explore the phenomena empirically. When necessary data were not available, we used evidence from related work to show that observed trends apply to multiple studies.

Although a few related studies indicated that failures may often be caused by nonlocalized faults, to the best of our knowledge, this phenomenon has not been quantified or statistically tested before. Proving that a significant percentage of failures in large, complex software products are caused by nonlocalized faults has large software
engineering implications because these types of failures are usually harder to prevent, as it is likely more difficult to find and fix the faults that caused them. According to [17], many software failures in space missions were caused by the unanticipated combination of simple faults. Learning more about the combination of these simple faults and how and when they cause failures will help prevent failures of this nature in the future. Our analysis pertaining to the number and location of GCC faults confirmed the common belief and the observations made on a few other case studies—the majority of faults are contained in a small portion of the system. Unfortunately, due to the limited number of failures that had the corresponding changes recorded at a file level in the data available to us, we could not explore whether this phenomenon holds true for the NASA data.

On the other hand, for the NASA mission, the sources of failures (i.e., the type of faults) were identified for over 2,800 software change request related to 21 CSCIs with over 8,000 files. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest software change requests (i.e., problem reports, bug reports) data set analyzed in the published literature. Our analysis of the whole set of 21 CSCIs showed that requirement faults, coding faults, and data problems are the three most common sources of failures. Interestingly, the same observation, with reasonably consistent percentages, was made on each of the subsets consisting of CSCIs that have undergone the same number of releases. In addition, to the largest possible extent, we compared our findings related to the distribution of fault types with several recent empirical studies. Specifically, we showed that, for multiple software systems, the percentage of the coding, interface, and integration faults is close to or even exceeds the percentage of requirements and design faults. Hence, at the current state of the practice of the software development, fault prevention and elimination methods focused on requirements and design activities are useful, but will not eliminate all problems.

Through detailed analysis of empirical data for each of our case studies and comparisons to related recent studies wherever possible, we have taken a step toward revealing the complex relationships between faults and failures. The consistency of several main observations across multiple case studies from various research efforts suggests that the observed trends are likely intrinsic characteristics of software faults and failures rather than project specific. Obviously, standardization of the classification schemes and the way data are stored would facilitate more detailed comparisons and provide additional insights.

The work presented in this paper suggests that there is a lot to learn from conducting detailed and rigorous analysis of software faults and failures. It also shows that some of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observations related to each research question</th>
<th>Case Study Evidence</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploring the localization of faults related to individual failures</td>
<td>GCC, NASA.set.1, NASA.set.2</td>
<td>Section IV-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of failures that map to fixes in two or more files</td>
<td>58%, 62%, 60%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of failures that map to fixes in three or more files</td>
<td>31%, 44%, 33%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploring common sources of failures</td>
<td>NASA.set.1, NASA.set.2</td>
<td>Section IV-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of failures associated with faults that spread across multiple CSCIs is consistent across two independent NASA data sources.</td>
<td>12%, 19%, 5%, 4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of failures that map to fixes in two or more CSCIs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of failures that map to fixes in three or more CSCIs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The majority of faults are contained in a small percentage of files.</td>
<td>GCC</td>
<td>Section IV-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80% of faults are located in 20% of files</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploring common sources of failures</td>
<td>NASA.* (includes NASA.set.1, NASA.set.2, and additional SCRs)</td>
<td>Section IV-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of SCRs entered against a CSCI tends to increase with the number of files in the CSCI.</td>
<td>NASA.*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding faults, requirement faults, and data problems are the three most common sources of failures.</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>Section IV-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% requirements faults</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% coding faults</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% data problems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The most common sources of failures are consistent across subsets of CSCIs grouped by releases.</td>
<td>NASA.*</td>
<td>Section IV-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The percentage of coding, interface, and integration fault types is close to or even exceeds the percentage of requirements and design faults.</td>
<td>NASA.*, [7], [8], [19], [21], [25]</td>
<td>Section IV-D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the popular software engineering beliefs, which seem to be based on older, much smaller case studies, do not hold on current, large-scale software systems. With ever-changing software development technologies and tremendous increase of software size and complexity, it is imperative to revisit some of these beliefs and discover new phenomena. We believe that exposing the characteristics of faults, failures, and the fault-failure relationships is quite beneficial. Future studies that would further explore similar research goals in time can establish empirical bases of the software engineering discipline and benefit both software research and practitioners communities.
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